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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, October 14, 1997
The committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture, to whom
is referred the petition (accompanied by bill, House, No. 1550) of
Douglas W. Petersen and other members of the General Court for leg
islation to require the evaluation of certain environmental regulations
'eports recommending that the accompanying bill (House, No. 5017)
rught to pass.

[Senator Pines, and Representatives Turkington of Falmouth and
Resor of Acton dissenting.]
For the c

mmittee,

DOUGLAS W. PETERSEN
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of itlassncfiusetts

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Seven

An Act relative to enhance
taining

TO

the effects of regulations per-

THE PROTECTION OF HEALTH, NATURAL RESOURCES AND

THE ENVIRONMENT.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:
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SECTION 1, (a) There shall be appointed an Environmental
Compliance and Enforcement Study Committee (Committee) to
examine specified compliance and enforcement programs and
policies of the Department of Environmental Protection
(Department), and penalties and fines levied against regulated
entities pursuant to laws and regulations enforced by the
Department. The Committee shall complete the study in accordance with the deadlines established in paragraph (d) of this
Section and the study shall include review of the components of
the Department’s compliance and enforcement programs and policies and fines and regulations as specified in paragraph (e) of this
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12 Section.
(b) “Regulated entities,” for the purpose of this Act, means any
13

14 agency or political subdivision of the Commonwealth, any

state,

15 public or private corporation or authority, individual, trust, firm,
16 joint stock company, partnership, association, or other entity, or
17 any group thereof, or any officer, employee, or agent thereof; and

18 cities, towns, districts, body politics of the Commonwealth, and
19 any agency or authority of the Federal government, whenever, as a
20 matter of Federal law, that Federal agency or authority is required
21 to comply with State law, and is subject to state-imposed penalties
22 for noncompliance.
(c) The Committee shall consist of nine members. Three mem23
-24 bers shall be appointed by the Governor; three by the Speaker of
25 the House of Representatives; and three by the President of the
26 Senate. The membership shall include the following:
(i) two individual who is an attorney with an environmental
27
28 protection organization in the private sector;
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(ii) two individual who is an attorney from a natural resources
29
30 conservation organization in the private sector;
(iii) one individual with at least five years experience in con31
-32 ducting environmental audits in the private or public sector pro-33 vided that such an individual is not a current employee of or
34 contractor or consultant for the Department;
(iv) one individual with at least five years experience in envi35
-36 ronmental law enforcement, who is familiar with the requirements
37 of environmental laws of the Commonwealth, provided that such
38 an individual is not a current employee of or contractor or consul-39 tant for the Department, such environmental law enforcement
40 experience may include experience bringing legal action against
41 the Department or against the U.S. Environmental Protection
42 Agency (USEPA) concerning rulemaking, rulemaking procedures,
43 or laws or regulations enforced by the Department or USEPA;
(v) two individuals representing business or industry;
44
(vi) one member of the general public who has at least five
45
46 years experience as a local or community organizer or activist at
47 the local level on issues relating to the environment.
(d) Within six months of the effective date of this Act, the
48
49 Committee shall develop plans on how it will conduct the study
50 required under paragraph (a) of this Section and submit to the
51 Committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture of the General
52 Court a summary of such plans, detailing the major components of
53 the study which shall include ail of the components specified in
54 paragraph (e) of this Section, as well as a description of the pro-55 posed structure of the study. The plans shall provide a time table
56 or schedule for completion of each component. Within 18 months
57 of the date of submission of the summary required to be submitted
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under this paragraph, the Committee shall prepare a written report
based upon said study and submit said report to the Chairs of the
Committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture summarizing
the purpose and objectives of the study, the steps undertaken to
complete the study, the components of the study and the findings
of the study as they pertain to each of the components of the study
described in paragraph (e) of this Section.
(e) The study conducted by the Committee shall include exami-

-66 nation,

at a minimum, of the following:
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the effectiveness of the licensed site professionals authorized
cleanup of sites contaminated by oil and hazardous
materials under Massachusetts General Law Chapter 21E and reg•

to manage the

ulations promulgated under it;
the effectiveness of the Environmental Audit Policy (Policy)
0
of the Department as contained in the DEP Interim Policy on
Incentives For Self-Policing: Environmental Audit Policy, that
74 became effective April 26, 1997. The Policy is intended to proIS
mote a higher standard of self-policing by “reducing penalties and
76 refraining from recommending criminal prosecution for violations
that are discovered through voluntary audits, compliance manage78 ment systems, or other activities” where such violations are
79 promptly disclosed. Examination of the Policy must proceed in
80 accordance with specification as described in paragraph (f) of this
70

71

•
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Section;

82
the effectiveness of the Environmental Results Program
83 (ERP) established by the Department by regulations at 310
84 CMR 70. The program was developed to provide for the protec•
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tion of public health, safety, welfare, and the environment by
requiring facility-wide, performance based compliance certification. The ERP is intended to “tap the unparalleled creative, technological imagination of Massachusetts companies to find the
most cost-effective compliance strategies” by setting aside the
conventional “command and control” philosophy of government
where businesses are instructed not only as to what pollutants
and how much
may be released into the environment, but also
are instructed how best to achieve compliance with environmental
laws. The ERP, which by regulation applies only to dry cleaners
and photoprocessors, affords these businesses the opportunity to
avoid having to apply for certain permits, provided these businesses certify to the Department that they are complying with
applicable environmental protection requirements concerning air
pollution control, industrial wastewater management, and hazardous waste management. Examination of the ERP must proceed
in accordance with specification as described in paragraph (f) of
this Section;
“activity and use limitations” (AULs) as they are relied upon
as part of a response action under the oil and hazardous materials
cleanup program under Chapter 21E of the Massachusetts General
•
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Laws. The examination of AULs by the Committee must include
information on the number of times the AULs are relied upon as
part of a response action under Chapter 2IE, general information
on the types of activity and use limitations imposed, and information on the existence of violations of AULs by parties subject to
them, including the nature and scope of such violations and
whether any adverse environmental or health consequences are
known to have occurred as a result of such violations, including
complaints from the public or any persons alleging such adverse
consequences and any criminal or civil enforcement actions taken
by Department with respect to said violations.
penalties, fines, and other enforcement actions taken by
•

Department with respect to violations of environmental laws and
regulations enforced by the Department, including but not limited
to fines, penalties, and other enforcement actions taken with
respect to programs and policies identified in this paragraph. The
review of said penalties, fines, and other enforcement actions
must include, but shall not be limited to, analysis of the types,
levels, and amounts of fines, penalties, and other enforcement
actions taken by the Department over the past ten years, including
comparison of the amounts and types of fines and penalties authorized by law, regulation, standards, and/or policies and the
amounts and types of fines and penalties actually levied, noting

differences.
(f) The Committee review of the Environmental Audit Policy
131 and the ERP must address the following;
32
(i) total number of businesses eligible to conduct self-audits
133 under the Environmental Audit Policy and number of businesses
134 that have actually conducted self-audits or are in the process of
35
conducting self-audits, if known;
36
(ii) number of businesses and general description of types of
businesses that have reported violations as a result of self-audits
138 under the Environmental Audit Policy, average number of viola39 tions reported by businesses, and general description of types of
any
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laws or regulations violated by specific title of law or regulation
or by category of law, for example: wastewater law or hazardous
ite la

(iii) the enforcement action (including notice of noncompliance
and punitive penalties, criminal charges) that would normally be
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145 pursued by the Department with respect to particular violations,
146 selected by the Committee as representative of the types of viola-147 tions reported under the Environmental Audit Policy;
(iv) the actual enforcement actions (including the amount of
148
149 punitive penalties or fines levied and notices of noncompliance
150 issued) by the Department with respect to violations selected by
151 the Committee as representative of reported violations in
152 (iii) above as a result of self-audits conducted under the
153 Environmental Audit Policy;
(v) total number of businesses that are eligible to participate in
154
the
ERP and total number of businesses that have actually partici155
-156 pated in the ERP;
157
(vi) general description of businesses that participate in the
158 ERP;
(vii) general description of the types of laws that are subject to
159
160 the ERP (wastewater, hazardous waste, and air pollution); and
(vii) general description of the types of permits that businesses
161
162 described in (v) above avoid having to apply for by participating
163 in the ERP;.
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SECTION 2. (a) The Department of Environmental Protection
and the Department of Public Health shall create an Advisory
Committee on Risk Assessment and Benefit-Cost Analysis. The
Committee shall consist of ten members, five of whom shall be
appointed by the Commissioner of the Department of
Environmental Protection as follows: Two academic representalives with expertise in economics and banefit-cost analysis, one
representative of an environmental advocacy organization, one
representative of business or industry, and a representative of the
general public. The other five members shall be appointed by the
Commissioner of the Department of Public Health as follows: two
academic representatives with expertise in risk assessment, one
representative of a health advocacy organization, and one representative of an occupational safety and health organization, and a
representative of the general public.
(b) The Commissioners of the Departments of Environmental
Protection and of Public Health shall appoint the advisory cornmittee members within sixty days from the date of enactment of
this Act. The Advisory Committee shall convene for the first time
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no later than one month after its members are appointed in accordance with this paragraph and shall convene as often as it determines necessary in order to prepare recommended guidelines for
use by the Departments of Environmental Protection and Public

Health in conducting risk assessments and banefit-cost analyses in
accordance with paragraph (c) of this Section.
(c) The Advisory Committee shall complete draft recommended
guidelines for use by the Departments of Environmental
Protection and of Public Health in conducting risk assessments
and benefit-cost analyses no later than one year after the date on
which the Advisory Committee first convenes and shall provide a
copy of such draft recommended guidelines along with a summary
of said guidelines to the Departments of Environmental Protection
and of Public Health, the Clerks of the House and Senate, and the
State Secretary. The Advisory Committee shall publish the draft
recommended guidelines in the Massachusetts Register concurrently with delivery of said guidelines to persons specified in this

34
35
-36
37 paragraph.
38
(d) The Departments of Environmental Protection and of Public
39 Health shall conduct at least one public hearing on the draft rec-40 ommended guidelines. Final guidelines shall be promulgated
41 within six months of the date of publication in the Massachusetts
42 Register, in accordance with paragraph (c) of this Section, of the
43 draft guidelines. A notice of availability of final guidelines shall
44 be published in the Massachusetts Register at the time of promul-45 gation of said final guidelines. The Advisory Committee shall
46 sunset on the date of publication of final guidelines in accordance
47 with this paragraph.
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SECTION 3. (a) Prior to the final promulgation or amendment
of a regulation, standard, or policy of the Departments of
Environmental Protection and/or Public Health, the Department of
Environmental Protection or the Department of Public Health,
depending upon which Department is promulgating or amending
said regulation, standard, or policy, shall prepare a risk assessment
and banefit-cost analysis in the following instances;
(i) whenever a proposed regulation, standard, or policy will
exceed the requirements of any similar federal regulation, standard, or policy;
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(ii) whenever the proposed regulation, standard, or policy is
12 deemed to be “major,” in accordance with paragraph (b) of this

13 Section;
(iii) whenever either the Department of Environmental
14
15 Protection or the Department of Public Health is proposing a regu-16 lation, standard, or policy that will significantly diminish or repeal
17 an existing major state regulation, standard, or policy.
18
(b) The determination as to whether a particular proposed regu-19 lation, standard, or policy is “major” for the purposes of com-20 plying with this Act shall be made by the Commissioners of the
21 Department of Environmental Protection or Public Health,
22 depending upon which department is proposing said regulation,
23 standard, or policy.
24
(c) The risk assessment and benefit-cost analysis required by
25 this Section must include the following components:
26
(i) an explanation of the risks to public health and/or the environment
-27
addressed by the proposed regulation, standard, or
28 policy;
29
(ii) identification and summary of the sources of scientific
30 information used in evaluating the risk;
31
(iii) a statement of the major assumptions made in conducting
32 the analyses, including the weight assigned to any factor in the
33 analysis;
34
(iv) identification of any difficulties in quantifications or uncer-35 tainties relating to the analysis;
36
(v) details pertaining the relevant costs of the proposed regula-37 tion, standard, or policy and costs of not going forward with said
38 regulations, standards, or policies, including an analysis of the

39 incidence of such costs;
40

(vi) identification of alternative regulatory approaches that

41

and the relative

43

(d) Risk assessments and benefit-cost analyses required by this

meet the same environmental or health outcomes,
42 costs and benefits.

44 Act shall be developed using scientifically objective and unbiased
45 standards relying on the best reasonably available scientific infor-46 mation.
47
(e) This requirements of this Section do not apply to emergency
48 regulations, standards, or policies adopted for protection of public
49 health or the environment. The development of risk assessments
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and benefit-cost analyses shall occur subsequent to adoption of
said emergency regulations, standards, or policies.
(f) The department proposing promulgation of regulations,
standards, or policies described in paragraph (a) of this Section
shall publish in the Massachusetts Register a notice of availability
of any risk assessments and benefit-cost analyses conducted pur-

-56 suant to this Act.
57
(g) Any person who conducts an independent risk assessment

58 or benefit-cost analysis of a proposed regulation, standard, or
59 policy of either the Department of Environmental Protection or
60 the Department of Public Health may submit such assessment
61 and/or analysis to the particular department proposing said regula-62 tion, standard, or policy for inclusion in the record of the public
63 hearing conducted in conjunction with said regulation, standard,
64 or policy. The Commissioner of the particular department
65 proposing said regulation, standard, or policy shall consider such
66 assessment and/or analysis, together with all other evidence and
67 testimony written or oral, presented at the hearing.
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SECTION 4. Notwithstanding the risk assessment and benefitanalysis requirements of this Act, the Departments of
Environmental Protection and of Public Health shall retain the
ability to promulgate regulations, standards, and policies, required
or authorized by law designed to protect the public health, welfare, and environment. This Act shall take effect one hundred and
twenty days after passage.
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